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Holiday Hours

The Oral Health Kansas Office will be closed Monday January, 2nd in observance of the holiday.

Pop Quiz

Happy New Year

Looking back on the months gone by,
As a new year starts and an old one ends.
We contemplate what brought us joy,
And we think of our friends and supporters.

Recalling all the happy times,
Remembering how they enriched our lives and the lives of all Kansans.
We reflect upon who really counts,
As the fresh and bright new year arrives.
And when we ponder those who count,
We immediately think of you.

Thanks for being one of the reasons
We'll have a Happy New Year!
On average, the typical person consumes over 50 gallons of soda pop per year! The amount of acid and sugar found in a can of soda can cause serious tooth decay and lead to cavities, gum disease, and even loss of teeth.

Here is a fun interactive quiz from the Minnesota Dental Association about soda pop consumption and your oral health, and remember sip all day get decay!

To view the quiz CLICK HERE

As Oral Health Kansas celebrates the accomplishments the State of Kansas made toward oral health for all in 2011, we realize the hundreds of individuals and organizations who worked with us along the way.

Thank You for your partnership. We wish you a prosperous and peaceful 2012.

Tanya, Marcia & Julie